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March 1, 2013 
 

Announcement:  
 

HFS/Toyon HCRIS Website Live as of 3/1/2013.  Thank you for Your Help! 
 
 

Dear HFS/Toyon HCRIS Website Beta User: 
 
Thank you for the time you spent testing our website and providing feedback.  As always, our clients are 
truly the driving force in our development. 
 
 
Subscription 
 
The HFS/Toyon website is considered live as of today.  You will continue to have access to the site under 
your log-in for 2 more weeks (Beta user access will expire on 3/14/2013). 
 
This will give you access to the 2552-96 and 2552-10 Snap Shot Reports, the Multi Facility Comparisons and 
the Advanced Search and Extract features. 
  
 
Pricing 
 
A year subscription is $1,000 for 2 user names and passwords.  
 
You can add on an additional site with 2 user names and passwords for $500. 
 
Each additional User fee is $100. 
 
If you would like to continue your use of the website beyond 3/15/2013, contact us at sales@hfssoft.com or 
click the Purchase link at the top right of the e-mail to place your order. 
 
 
Recent Fixes and Improvements 
 
Advanced Search and Extract- Corrected fiscal year default date. Fiscal year begin is now 5/1/2010 and fiscal 
year end is now 4/30/2011. (D001-00-006643) 
 
Advanced Search and Extract- Wording in the both the main searching screen and the side bar have been 
updated from FI Num to Mac #. (D001-00-006645) 
 
Advanced Search and Extract- Using the backspace button in the state box has been corrected and will no 
longer take you to another page. This has been corrected. (D001-00-006647) 
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Advanced Search and Extract- Text has been updated for Bed Size Range adding 'to' between the range 
boxes to stay consistent with the FY range boxes. (D001-00-006648) 
 
Advanced Search and Extract- Corrected text on main searching screen as well as the side bar. From ORGAN 
to Organ. (D001-00-006649) 
 
Advanced Search and Extract- Removed duplicate providers from pop up list when doing a search. (D001-00-
006650) 
 
Advanced Search and Extract- Made text singular and plural when appropriate. 'Record' when only 1 result; 
'Records' when multiple results. (D001-00-006651) 
 
Advanced Search and Extract- Update headings on the main searching page and also the side bar from- 
Type1 to Type of Hospital; ProvType to Provider Type, BED to Bed Size Range, Tea to Teaching. (D001-00-
006652) 
 
Advanced Search and Extract- Adjusted text in the resulting provider box information: from filNum to MAC 
#; Type1 to Type of Hospital; ProvType to Provider Type; Bed to Beds; Tea to Teaching; added a space 
between the provider type data separated by a comma. (D001-00-006653) 
 
Advanced Search and Extract- Extracting in the .xls format now works properly. (D001-00-006829) 
 
Advanced Search and Extract- The User Defined Extract Title was not being taken into consideration during 
the naming of the extract file. It will now be used and then followed by the website added title. This is 
necessary for website storage. (D001-00-006853) 
 
Advanced Search and Extract- Provider names will no longer include an apostrophe. Cannot have an 
apostrophe when searching or no results will show. (D001-00-006866) 
 
Available Facility Reports- All Fiscal Years available on the report are now populating the FY Range drop 
down box. (D001-00-006634) 
 
CAH Dashboard- Report is no reporting correctly by looking at 2552-96 worksheet S-2 Line 30 Column 1- if 
there is a 'Y' then the report will be available. (D001-00-006764) 
 
DSH Overview- Data is correctly populating the 'Alt Allow DSH%' field. And Descriptions have been modified 
appropriately. (D001-00-006635) 
 
General Interface- Signing in to user account, implemented decision to make all cases of 'user name' into 2 
words. Also, corrected text referring to the Remember me check box. (D001-00-006748) 
 
General Interface- Privacy agreement use of user name split into 2 words to remain consistent with other 
uses of the words throughout the website. (D001-00-006751) 
 
General Interface- Privacy agreement section Updates and Communications the wording was changed to 
correctly reflect the current unsubscribing procedure. (D001-00-006771) 
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General Interface- The Export Partial EC File option has been removed from the Home drop down menu. 
(D001-00-006934) 
 
GME Summary- Adjusted heading names; added titles and put in bold font; removed decimal places where 
not needed. (D001-00-006782) 
 
GME Summary- The PDF file font has been corrected. No longer appears blurry. (D001-00-006940) 
 
IP PPS Dashboard- Removed Inpatient Operating Payments from report; County is correctly pulling 
information from worksheet S-2 part I Line 2 Column 4; Reclass CBSA is correctly pulling information from 
the provider specific CBSA table. (D001-00-006783) 
 
My Provider List- Made text singular and plural when appropriate. 'Provider' when 1 result, 'Providers' when 
multiple results. (D001-00-006769) 
 
PPS Hospital Dashboard- Removed Inpatient Operating Payments from report; County is correctly pulling 
information from worksheet S-2 part I Line 2 Column 4; Reclass CBSA is correctly pulling information from 
the provider specific CBSA table; Updated title of this report. (D001-00-006784) 
 
Protested Amounts- Text for this report was made consistent within website and extracts. (D001-00-006845) 
 
Protested Amounts- Heading FYE was changed to FY as it refers to a date range, not only the year end date. 
(D001-00-006846) 
 
SCH/MDH Report- Export, xls, title was modified to '% of Reimb to Costs'. (D001-00-006811) 
 
SCH/MDH Report- Corrected logic so that if provider has either or both SCH/MDH the report will be 
available. Previously report required provider to be both SCH and MDH for report to be available. (D001-00-
006847) 
 
User Name/Password Lookup- Corrected text on the main page of Forgot user name and password. (D001-
00-006642) 
 
User Name/Password Lookup- Modified the language on website when requesting the forgotten log in 
information. (D001-00-006743) 
 
User Name/Password Lookup- Modified language on customer received email when requesting forgotten 
log in information. (D001-00-006744) 
 
User Name/Password Lookup- Corrected random capitalizations throughout this page. And modified the 
button's text. (D001-00-006766) 
 
User Name/Password Lookup- New User Registration form, user name was split into 2 words to remain 
consistent with other HCRIS web pages. Other text was corrected on this form as well. The check box at the 
bottom referencing receiving update email notifications was removed. (D001-00-006768) 
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Wage Index- Previously only showed data for one year. Report has been modified to show 4 years of data. 
This report is now in the format of the other reports. (D001-00-006826) 
 
 


